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About This Game

Astro Tripper is a furious shoot-em-up experience inspired by the painful, knuckle busting video games of years gone by. An
evolution of PomPom's 2001 award winning game, Space Tripper. Travel the surface of large horizontally-scrolling platforms,

and pit your highly maneuverable craft against hoards of enemies eager to blow you to bits, eat you or worse.

Gameplay is simple. You are free to travel anywhere on the platform at anytime, but don’t fall off! Powerful Blue Lasers and
Red Spread Lasers come equipped, so use both weapons tactically to get through tricky situations. Power up your weapons with

power crystals dropped by destroyed enemies. Oh, did we mention the blasting absolutely anything that moves?

Enemies encountered are varied. Zippy UFOS. Fat Motherships. Tanks. Choppers. Slimy Slug creatures. Alien Insects. Aztec
structures brimming with electricity. And of course, Big Bosses! 14 unique levels spread over 4 diverse worlds means there’s

always something new just around the corner.

Key features:
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Furious retro shoot-em-up gameplay
14 completely unique levels spread over 4 worlds
Vibrant 3D visuals and effects
Global Online Leaderboards
Unlockable Challenge Games
Achievements
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Title: Astro Tripper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PomPom
Publisher:
Pom Pom Games
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP,Vista,7
Processor:1.6GHZ or better
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:DirectX 9.0c compatible Shader 2
DirectX®:dx90c
Hard Drive:75 MB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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Quite a good game for children -8 age group, It has obviously been pitched at a very young market. The intelligence requireed to
carry out this game is low, walking you through every step. I would suggest this would be the ideal game for coma patients
between pong and a modern game easily able to facititate the bridge to this century.. Excellent add-ons which make the main
game even more fun, well worth it, thumbs up!. This is a really fun game. It's similar to Civilization in its ease of play and depth
of strategy. Like Civ I can't stop playing it. It's really fun. I don't like RTS or strictly turn base; this a hybrid of both. You can
change the game speed and don't feel rushed like RTS. I like Civ, Banished, Axis and Allies, and Sim City. If you like these
games, you'll like this.. Good game, great puzzles. Nice capture of a slight blade runner twist atmosphere.
Suggestions to any VR dev... Pay attention to scale. Most things were scaled perfect but, some felt a bit like going to Toys R Us.
90+% of the things looked to scale. You can actually have the worst textures in the world but, if scale is off then blah.
Extremely nice lighting.
Outside the window looked like it didn't have much depth. Not sure what the deal was there but, looked funny in a way. Pretty
though.
Turning head looked a bit weird. It's like the image in the VR was a bit flat when you moved your head. Not quite sure how else
to explain. It may be the stretching of the image to compensate for the Oculus lenses. Don't remember what you call that.
I liked what they did with the head bob for the stairs. It felt comfortable but, complainers got to complain I guess.
NEEDS supersampling badly.
. A well written story that is hampered by cliches', predictable outcomes, and a low budget.
All endings can be achieved in under 2 hours and it is impossible to get the best outcomes on the first try.
I'd say more, but when the price tag is free you can't complain too much.

I hope to see this group make something bigger with more production values in the future, maybe then they'll really shine.. I
have been playing this game for a couple of hours now, and it's phenomenal! It feels like one of those old-school arcade games,
in which you need to play it multiple times to master and find all the secrets. If you enjoy Breakout style games this is definitely
a game to add to your library.. Greatest Word Game I've Ever Played! It is an almost endless array of challenging word puzzles
wrapped in a story with persistent characters, great dialog, interesting twists, a really impressive variety of variations on a theme
of word-making.
I totally love this game, and having played all the way through and winning, I'm going right back in and starting over. The
puzzles are really endless, in that with each retry or replay the letter sequences are completely different, so replayability is
100%.
I completely recommend this game to all word enthusiasts! It is awesome! I don't have a bad word to say about it, every aspect is
top-notch; it is truly a unique accomplishment in the arena of word puzzles, and should be crowned the King of Word Games!
Play it - just play it!
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The gameplay is very funny,. Good game. Superb sense of humor.. This game is so much fun. Can’t believe it is so cheap. Must
buy for me.. This game is like having Stockholm Syndrome with an abusive partner.

It'll beat you down and laugh as you barely make it anywhere, but you just can't stop it. You keep sticking around hoping that
things will change and that you'll get further. And when you do, it feels that much more rewarding...until it hits you even harder.
Then you just wanna cry.

10/10 Bring lube and some Band-Aids. Wow... Where do i begin with this game?

Well first of all the screen refuses to be centered. I tried every screen size and each time it was too far to the right. And the
brightness\/ gamma settings are incredibly sensitive. Its either blindingly bright or unseeably dark, so pick your posion.

Now onto the game itself. The screen shots are VERY misleading, You dont really fight any monsters or scary things in general
for that matter, you fight human junkies or humans with brain damage, i cant really figure out which is which. Anyways these
humans are very buggy and they constantly run through walls and stairs and what not. You have this weird sanity meter which is
what causes the monsters to spawn, but its so easy to keep down you could go through the entire game without a single
"monster" encounter. Oh and the story... yea its one of those "where the f@#! do I go?" "need to be glued to a walkthrough
video for the entire game" type things.

And last but NOT least the controls. Wow there bad! I cant get the switch item inventory button to work at all. The turning is
WAY to sensitive. And the gamepad, yea dont even bother.

All in all i am very dissapointed with Phantasmal, the misleading screenshots and promise of randomised levels had me sold.
*sigh*

~PRAISE STEAM REFUNDS!~. 10\/10 would lose to AI again.
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